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The Oxon Recorder is the newsletter of Oxfordshire Buildings Record and is published four
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accessible repository of records relating to such buildings. The Oxon Recorder is also
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accompanying photographs sent separately in high resolution jpg format.
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OBR News
OBR BURSARIES. We now have two years’ experience of our bursary scheme which has
offered a total of up to £500 to individual OBR members towards the cost of training
courses which will benefit OBR’s aims. In each year there has been only one applicant, but
in each case they qualified and the reports of their courses have appeared in past ORs. The
committee proposes to continue to offer bursaries on broadly the same basis as before. It is
still reviewing whether detailed changes should be made, and any revisions will be published
in the Spring 2020 OR. In the meantime, any member wising to apply for financing of a
suitable course before the renewed scheme is formally rolled out is welcome to contact the
Secretary at secretary@obr.org.uk
STRATEGIC STONE STUDY DATABASE. Working with the British Geological Survey
and consultants, Historic England’s Strategic Stone Study project, which aims to collect data
for all English counties, will be finished in March 2020. Historic England want feedback
about experience of using it. The data base is available at https://www.bgs.ac.uk/
mineralsUK/buildingStones/StrategicStoneStudy/EH_project.html. The survey
is available at https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/6GBX67N

OBR Presentation Day; the walkabout
Participants in the usual Presentation Day walkabout assembled on 9 November in the
Canterbury Room at St. Thomas of Canterbury church in Goring for a tour by Simon
Draper. Simon is leading the Victoria County History’s research on the town. His latest
drafts are available at https://www.history.ac.uk/research/victoria-county-history/countyhistories-progress/oxfordshire/south-oxfordshire-chilterns.
The drafts cover landscape,
settlement and buildings, landownership, economic history, social history, religious history
and local government.
We were in the hands of an expert keen to pass on what he knew. The walkabout started
under heavy cloud, which soon sputtered rain before becoming a downpour. Even Simon
was forced to admit defeat before we had seen everything, and we were all happy to drape
wet clothing across the pews of the church and hole up in the warmth of the Canterbury
Room for lunch.
But the rain could not curb Simon’s enthusiasm, which successfully
countered the instinct to run for cover before we had completed a shortened circuit of the
town.
The church is on the probable site of an Anglo-Saxon minster, but now features a C12
Norman tower and nave, to which was added a Victorian chancel apse in 1877. A
perpendicular stage was added to the tower in the 1320’s. The church was originally shared
as a parish church and by an Augustinian nunnery, which was founded soon after 1100, and
a nun’s extension was built around the same time as the main church. It seems the nunnery
did not flourish for long. By the 1350’s it was down at heel; by the 1530’s it was very poor
and it was dissolved in 1536, after which the nun’s extension was demolished. The extension
was thought to have been at the east end of the church, which now features the Victorian
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apse, but a blocked doorway in the Norman tower walls at the west end may have given
access to the nunnery prioress’s quarters. Corbels and another blocked doorway at first floor
level on the south wall of the nave may indicate the existence of buildings around a cloister,
but this is conjectural. A bell now hanging on the nave wall is one of the earliest church
bells, bearing an inscription that indicates it was cast around 1290, and is thought to have
come from the Priory. The roof of the nave is a Victorian replacement - uninteresting and
unattractive!

The Norman tower, with blocked
1st floor doorway

Participants study the
south front of the church
nave, with blocked 1st floor
doorway
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An interesting detail is the existence of a Non-conformist burial ground within what is now
the main churchyard, but was originally the site of a smithy.
We proceeded from the churchyard to the river, passing the back of Mill Cottage and
Goring Mill. Mill Cottage is where George Michael died in 2010. 17c. and timber framed,
its rear sits besides the mill out-stream. There has been a mill on the site since the 15c.,
rebuilt in the 17c., one of four mills recorded along the Thames within the parish.

Mill Cottage; home of George Michael

The bridge across the Thames to Streatley dates from the 1920’s, replacing a toll bridge built
in 1837. The present lock, upstream of the bridge was built in 1787, replacing a flash lock,
which was simply an openable sluice in the weir, enabling a head of water to be maintained
for the mill to exploit. Boats surfed through the open sluice on the way downstream, or were
winched through on the way up. With the river beside us in full spate, it was easy to imagine
how difficult this must have been at times.
Goring’s value as a Thames crossing point goes back to pre Roman times, being the link
between the Icknield Way coming down from the Chilterns and going up onto the Berkshire
Downs. A ford was sited at the bottom of the present High Street, near the present lock and
weirs, before which the river was wider and shallower, probably with an island midstream.
By 1382 the nuns owned a ferry, which crossed the river downstream of the present bridge,
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the only surviving evidence of which is Ferry Lane, which runs up from the river to Station
Road, originally called South Street, and runs parallel with the High Street. Halfway up
Ferry Lane, we glimpsed a large Victorian house where ‘Bomber’ Harris retired in
tranquility, having destroyed so much of Germany’s historic cityscape.

1727 map showing river features [BL,Add.MS 78123]

We were racing the rain by the time we reached the Catherine Wheel Inn, halfway up
Station Road. Timber framed, it has operated as a pub under its present name since at least
1775. The former forge next door is at least as old. Almost opposite is Elm Cottage, notable
for its 17c. blocked window, and the old Temperance Hall, dated 1878 and reflecting the
new prosperity of a town with good rail links and increasing tourist trade.

The Catherine Wheel Inn
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Blocked window in Elm cottage

The Temperance Hall

Goring Station opened in 1840, and we saw several Victorian buildings on the High Street.
A brewery was started in 1835 and continued to operate until closed down by Brakspears,
who bought it in 1940. Lower down the High Street, the Countess of Huntingdon Free
Chapel was built in 1893, hiding an older building dating back to 1793.

The Countess of Huntingdon Free Chapel
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On the other side of the High Street are two older buildings, the Miller of Mansfield Inn,
named as such by the 1770’s, and Glebe Cottage, older but with later (probably late 18c. )
windows.

Glebe cottage (left) and the Miller of Mansfield Inn (right)

After a brief stop to admire the Old Vicarage, an 18c. house where a ‘perpetual curate’ lived
we huddled beneath the church lychgate (dating from the 1720’s) to learn about the AngloSaxon enclosure around the church. The remaining evidence is the curved wall of the
public garden, formerly part of the grounds of the Rectory House, where the Rector lived
before it burned down in 1938. On the other side of the churchyard we could glimpse the
Lybbes almhouses, in operation by 1727, although the present building has a date stone of
1768. Originally 4 dwellings, it has recently been converted into two cottages.
…and then to lunch, warmth and drying out!

Richard Farrant

Lybbes almshouses

The Old Vicarage
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The Presentations
Simon Draper talked more widely on his research on Goring for Volume 20 covering
the South Chilterns of the Victoria County History. He noted how the village has
developed from its Anglo-Saxon core enclosure, probably an early Minster settlement. The
evidence is the curved enclosing wall of the public gardens around the church, and site of
the Manor and Rectory houses. Similar enclosures exist in nearby Whitchurch and Bremhill
in Wiltshire.

Anglo-Saxon enclosures in village plans

Simon amplified on the risks involved around flash locks, and showed a newspaper clip
recounting how about 60 persons drowned at Goring when crossing to Streatley and their
boat capsized when sucked down the lock. He talked further about the growth of the town
in the late 19c. as tourism flourished, quoting a local complaint in 1890 “the godlessness of
so many rich Londoners who take furnished houses here and apartments in the summer and
by their bad exampled corrupt the working classes”. Large houses were built, notably Nun’s
Acre and Cariad, both since demolished to make way for more modest housing estates.
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The growth of Goring c.1880-1900

Cariad; built 1912, demolished 1972
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Sally Stradling and Emily Karau reported on recent vernacular discoveries in
South Oxfordshire and the Vale of White Horse arising from their activities as
conservation offi cers. Blewbury Mill, a building dating back to the 1550’s with some
remains of its waterwheel machinery still existing, has now been listed. Charles Cottage in
Childrey has been found to have 3 cruck frames and there is interesting decoration of fox’s
tails set within horseshoes on the door of the adjoining forge. A building in Marcham once
owned by Abingdon Abbey has a stone built stable with a permanent ladder with solid tree
trunk treads and a wide planked door.

Charles Cottage door decoration
Blewbury Mill, and water wheel machinery

Ladder in Marcham

Fireplace at Ham Court,
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There have been interesting fireplace discoveries. Ham Court in Bampton has an unusually
tall and narrow corbelled stone fireplace; was this to enable logs to be put vertically on the
fire? Charney Bassett Manor has a doubled shouldered fireplace thought to date from the
1280’s. A late 13c. fireplace also remains in the Checker hall in Abingdon Abbey. 79 the
Causeway in Steventon has an unusual 16c. lateral pair of chimney stacks, a feature also of
Cogges Farm in Witney. Evidence of a louvred roof to allow smoke to escape has been
identified at Mill Cottage, Mapledurham.

Chimney at Charney Bassett Manor

Chimney stack pair at Steventon

Roof smoke louvre at
Mill cottage
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Dendro dating has helped identify three 14c. building phases of South Moreton Manor,
alongside much older archaelogical finds, including a polished neolithic axe head under
flooring and a cobblestone hearth in middle of the central hall. Cross Trees in Sutton
Courtenay was originally 2 late 16c. houses, joined together around the end of the 17c. It
has an unusual cherub painting in a cupboard and an elaborate clustering of ballusters on
its stairs. Cross Cottage in Denchworth, mainly 18c., has a pegged oak framed mullion
window frame in the outshot. An unusual floor made of cattle toes was unearthed and
restored at the Stiles Almshouses in Wantage which were built in the 1680’s, a contrast to the
more common (although still rare) alternative using sheep knuckles. Clearing up after a fire
at Colshill Stables has uncovered late 17c paving stones with drain. Orchard House in
Stanford in the Vale has a 17c. crewel work ceiling. The Hall Barn in Lewknor, a Grade 1
listed medieval hall relocated from elsewhere, has rare carpenters’ marks.

Cattle toe cobbles at Stiles almshouses

Carpenters’ marks at the Hall Barn

Heather Horner introduced a new OBR supported project to reveal the secret
history of Cogges Manor Farm in Witney. The Cogges site encompasses medieval
manor house and farm buildings.
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Cogges was sold to Oxfordshire County Council to be a museum of rural life, but by 2008
was no longer funded. It was then leased to a Heritage Trust and reopened in 2011. The
current plan is for the Heritage Trust to buy it outright, but realisation of this is proving
protracted. Although extensive research has been undertaken, there remains much to learn
about this complex site. Repairs are needed to many of the buildings, providing an ideal
opportunity to examine and record. For the OBR, Cogges offers opportunities for training
in building recording as well as documentary research and possibly archaeology. Heather
identifies three particular aspects for OBR work: the medieval manor house and its
modification over time; the farm buildings; and the landscape history.
Ruth Gibson reported on the results of tree ring dating on two buildings in Henley.
The fi rst is in Friday Street, and is the only close studded building in the town. It features
moulded jetty buildings and ovolo moulded windows, also blocked windows retaining their
original glass on the outside. Dendro dating indicates a felling date of 1590.

14 Friday Street ovolo moulded window and moulded jetty beams

The Old Broad Gates in the Market Place has the long braces indicative of an early building
and dendro dating indicates a felling date of 1353/4. There is evidence of a crown post
roof and gable end to the street, now missing. Although now single storey, the heavily sooted
roof above the jetty floor suggests it always had a first floor. The jetty plate on the street
front has a shutter groove behind mortices for studs.
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Lawrence Balbes introduced his exploratory investigation accompanied by David Clark
of Meadow Way Cottage in Fulbrook, in which he lives. Semi-detached, its fi rst fl oor
extends over some of the ground fl oor of the neighbouring property. At the other end there
is a new kitchen extension to a 19c. dining area. However the original part is much older,
featuring large fl at ceiling joists. The upstairs fl oor joists on either side of the main
transverse beam are unaligned with each other. the best guess at present is that the original
house was built in the fi rst half of the 17c., but loose tenons tying the purlins to the
principal rafters and the slight possibility of earlier cruck framing could move that build date
earlier. Further investigation could reveal more.

Meadow Way Cottage ground floor plan and flat ceiling joists

Michael Heaton described Ambrose Farm in Wheatley. Wheatley’s 1813 enclosure
award was dominated by the holdings of the Whalley Smythe Gardiner family in the manor
house, but what became Ambrose Farm was independent, and at less than 100 acres much
smaller. By 1922 the farm had reduced to 37 acres, when it was bought by Magdalen
College, together with other buildings in the area. Nevertheless the farmhouse is a
substantial building, and features a stone fi replace in the dining room with similar
dimensions to one in Wiltshire dated about 1650. Leaded light windows have traditional
window catches, and there is a blocked window in the kitchen and datestone of 1776
bearing the name of Robert Day. One interpretation is that the house was built in the early
17c., with a detached kitchen at the rear, incorporated into the house perhaps in 1776
indicated by the datestone. The 17c was a prosperous period for farming, and across the
road Rectory Farm has been dated to 1630.

Ambrose Farm; south elevation

Datestone
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David Clark wrapped up the Presentations with a roundup of OBR work during the
year. He noted that the rescue of South Oxon District council building control fi les in 2003
had yielded valuable historic evidence. For example, a number of plans for bungalows in
Goring had been retained. As regards recording, two reports had been completed under the
Abingdon buildings and people project, one under the Appleton Research project and two
under the Chipping Norton project. In addition 16 ad hoc recordings had been undertaken.
He summarised the conclusions on May Tree Cottage in Appleton and the Gables in East
Hagbourne, both reported in past Oxon Recorders. We gained a taster of possible future
reports on Talbot Farm in Charlbury and the Priory in Iffl ey.

SODC building control files ready for destruction

The Priory, Iffley (© Strutt & Parker)

Talbot Farm, Charlbury

Richard Farrant
Photos © Presenters
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OBR lecture; From castles to cowsheds;
buildings in the Victoria County History
Simon Townley, editor of the Victoria County History of Oxfordshire, gave the annual
OBR lecture at Rewley House on 26 November as part of the OAHS lecture series.
He started by noting that buildings are an important strand of the Victoria County History,
but there are others. The VCH remit started broadening in the 1960’s beyond grand houses
to wider vernacular buildings. Beyond that, as David Clark summarised it in thanking
Simon for the lecture, the VCH approach is now ‘total history’ - the landscape, settlement
pattern, lost features as well as historic fabric. It thereby breaks barriers between otherwise
separate disciplines. Simon’s lecture, although focussed on buildings - knowing this is what
his audience expected, demonstrated how informative a multi disciplinary approach can be.
It is not just old vernacular buildings either. Churches, great houses, farm and industrial
buildings, housing estates, council houses, hovels, lost buildings and modernist structures are
all grist to the VCH mill if they are relevant to the local story.
Modernist examples include Ossicles near Stoke Row, built in 2010, a strong contrast with
traditional Oakingham House built 10 years before, - modern certainly but hardly
modernist - and post-war council houses in Leafield. Relevant lost houses include Wace
Court built in 1764 in Ewelme, now replaced with a housing estate (although its barn
survives as a barn conversion), and a residential shed in Carterton, a survival (since lost) of a
colony of idealistic small holders who built their own residences in the 1900’s, which
explains the small scale character of the successor houses which now occupy the estate.

Oakingham House,
1980s-90s

Ossicles, c. 2010

Wace Court, Ewelme, in 1764
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Carterton small holder residence then…………………………………..and now

Some lost buildings are identifiable only by archaeology, Ascott D’Oyley Castle being a good
example. All that remains are earth banks, but the castle with motte and bailey was built in
the first half of the 12c. Although it survived for less than 50 years, it was important in
terms of settlement history, since it provided the nucleus of what is now Ascott-underWychwood. Manor Farm, recorded by OBR, was the castle’s successor, built on medieval
footings and at the same time the local peasantry was resettled in homes along what is now
the High Street on typical burgage plots. The church, with a late Norman window in its
tower, is located nearby on a large open green. The distance between the church and
Manor suggests the local community (and two other nearby communities who share it)
played a significant part in its siting and building. In the 19c., non-conformism became
popular, and a Baptist chapel was built in 1816, continuing to be active until 1994.

Ascott D’Oyley Castle
Location and village resettlement

Simon moved on to Ewelme, the name conjuring a fast flowing spring, which continues to
flow. Although the vernacular building materials are chalk (clunch) and timber, Ewelme was
an early adopter of brick in the almshouse and school complex founded in 1437 by William
de la Pole and his wife Alice, who was Geoffrey Chaucer’s grandaughter,. De La Pole was
also involved in the founding of Eton College. The Poles lived in Ewelme Palace, a remnant
of which survives as the Manor, with a fine archbraced roof.
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The Manor, Ewelme ……
…and its archbraced roof

Ewelme is the heart of a current VCH project on the Ewelme Hundred, initiated and
sponsored by the VCH, but funded independently as a 3 year Leverhulme Oxford
University project led by Stephen Mileson. The project addresses a wide range of issues
focussed on landscape and settlement between 600 and 1650, including ordinary peoples’
experience of and perceptions of landscape. There is a significant buildings strand,
focussing on vernacular buildings to 1650, with the OBR providing recording expertise,
dednro-dating with Dan Miles, and documentary work by Stephen Mileson.
The
opportunity is to look systematically at a range of late medieval and early post-medieval
buildings of fairly low status, across a quite wide and varied area.
The project has involved surveys of 53 buildings, of which 43 are 17c. or earlier, 14
pre-1550. Some are small and low status - one or two bays, often using elm (which cannot
be dendro-dated). For example, a cruck cottage in Great Haseley is a two bay house of
around 1550. 18 Crocker End is a cruck cottage of 1415, extended with box-framed cross
wing in 1441. Russetts at Roke features a formerly detached kitchen, dated 1468, linked to a
box-framed 2 storey house of 1550, with brick gable-end stack added around 1600.
A survey of Ewelme Manor holdings in 1609 offers a glimpse of the distribution of different
sized houses in the area. Of 44 sub-gentry houses, 2% (ie. one major leashold farmhouse)
had 6 bays; 16% had 4 bays; 30% had 3 bays; 34% had 2 bays; and 18% had 1 bay. The
1665 Hearth Tax records that 56% of houses in the area had 1 or two hearths. Ewelme
probate evidence suggests that half of houses described in probate inventories still lacked
upper chambers in the first half of the 17c. Only those with accumulated property would
have given rise to probate. Thus all the evidence is that houses were very small, and those
which have survived are far from representative of what existed in the period under scrutiny.
The project identified several farm buildings of interest. Great Haseley has a magnificent
barn originally of 10 bays built in 1313, one end rebuilt in the 1490’s and the other end
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shortened in 1811. This was a demesne barn, not associated with the church. English Farm
near Nuffield has an impressive 18c aisled barn and adjoining cow shed. Crowmarsh Battle
Farm has an extensive complex of barns, rebuilt around 1800.

Crowmarsh Battle farm complex

Great Haseley demesne barn

The Ewelme Manor survey of 1609 previously mentioned also describes some farming
properties. One has a dwelling house of 4 spaces; two barns of 3 and 4 spaces respectively;
a stable of 2 spaces; land in common fields of 60 acres; close pasture of 3 acres; common
pasture pro rata equivalent to 64 acres; and an orchard, garden and curtilage. Annual rent
35 shillings. Towards the small end of the scale is a farm with dwelling house of 2 spaces;
barn of 2 spaces; land in common fields and common pasture of 2 1/2 acres each; and
‘backside of 1/4 acre. Annual rent 6 shillings and 8 pence.
Simon moved onto towns, with the VCH, collaborating with the OBR, focussing much
attention on Burford, Henley and to a lesser extent Witney. All were planned market towns,
featuring long thin burgage plots with the most highly valued looking onto the market place.
Inns are a feature which have often survived, for example the George Inn in Burford is
documented to have existed in the 15c.; the White Hart in Henley dates back to at least
1428-9. Both have back courtyards extending down the burgage plot. More recently,
Brakspear’s brewery - recently converted into houses, apartments and a hotel - developed
over a large central site in Henley, starting around 1826. Ranging more widely into
commercial premises in Henley, there is the enigmatic 15c. Chantry House sited facing the
churchyard on one side and river on the other. Was it really a chantry priest’s house, or is a
more likely explanation that it was a commercial building related to trade on the river?

Chantry House, Henley
Churchyard front
River front
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Whereas Burford suffered post-medieval decline until tourism took up the slack in the late
19c., Henley benefitted from trade up the river and then as a stagecoach overnight stop until
it too benefitted from tourism, notably the popularity of rowing and the regatta in the later
19c. Thus Burford features much re-fronting of older buildings rather than the more
expensive alternative of starting afresh, until tourism reached it in the late 19c. In contrast,
in Henley, there is more Georgian and early Victorian outright replacement housing.

Henley grand
Georgian rebuild

Burford 19-20c.
Arts and Crafts
rebuild

Finally, Simon described a new interpretation of the building history of Cornbury Park,
near Charlbury, as a result of research undertaken by the VCH team for the newly
published volume XIX on Wychwood Forest. Previously the design of the south west front
of the house was attributed to Nicholas Stone, built 1631-3. The south east front, built
1666-7, was designed by Hugh May. However, a diary entry by John Evelyn in October
1664 features a sketch plan of the south west end of the house which at that time retained
the earlier hall and chapel, suggesting that May rather than Stone was responsible for
transforming this part of the house as part of his remodelling of the south east front in
1666-7.

Cornbury Park; south east and south west fronts

By all these examples Simon amply demonstrated that the VCH Oxfordshire project has
been a catalyst for significant new discoveries about buildings of the past, a message warmly
received by his audience. VCH funding is always a struggle, but it is demonstrably a
worthwhile project.

Richard Farrant
Photos © Simon Townley
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Anglo-Saxon complexes study day
The House of Wessex, Anglo-Saxon Hall Complexes: Architecture, Use and Se>ng study day
was held at Rewley House on Saturday 28th September. It was the first time that Oxford
University, the Vernacular Architecture Group and the Sylva Foundation had come together
to present a joint project.
The Sylva Foundation based in Long Wittenham, Oxfordshire, is an environmental charity
connecting aspects of trees and wood with people. In 2018 an early Anglo-Saxon hall was
discovered on land gifted to them and a joint project was developed with the Oxford
University Archaeology Department and Heritage Lottery funding to rebuild the AngloSaxon hall in situ.
The study day was dedicated to the history, study, background and development of hall
house complexes, and hall house sites, similar to the site found at Long Wittenham. The
following is a summary of the papers presented on the day.
The presentations began with an introduction to early Anglo-Saxon hall complexes (the
Sylva example being mid-7th century). Not all Anglo-Saxon buildings were halls - these halls
were distinctive, often longer than 20 metres, with high steep roofs, and constructed with an
ostentatious amount of timber. The posts or planks forming the walls had massive
foundations, over a metre deep, and often had external racking timbers. The entrances were
exceptionally wide. Evidence of lime wash, hinting at decoration, have been found in other
examples as have raised floors.
The excavated hall house at Long Wittenham was 11m x 6m with very wide foundation
trenches larger than the average Anglo-Saxon building. The entrance was 1.3m wide and
the hall had internal partitions. There were no finds apart from a deer bone found at the
bottom of a post hole which produced the c.650 date.
This style of hall house does appear to be associated with a complex of buildings sometimes
with more than one large hall house. More than one such building can be found at Sutton
Courtney, approximately 5 miles from Long Wittenham, which contains five large buildings
the largest 30 metres long. Other halls have also been found at the Long Wittenham site.
The few small finds discovered in these buildings show a focus on public and religious ritual,
rather than domestic use. The site at Sutton Courtney included finds of gold manufacture.
These complexes were not just good to look at, they exemplified material and social ‘capital’.
30 tonnes of green oak, 1800 bundles of reeds, 25 tonnes of clay and straw and water were
used for a smaller building constructed at Thirling. So materials and labour, skilled and
unskilled were needed. This meant there had to be a stable organised hierarchy.
It is thought that similarities in building style and format at sites across the country shows
that builders moved from one site to another sharing techniques; this also indicates some
level of organisation. It is possible that the duplicated rectangular floor plan was influenced
from buildings in the Low Countries, perhaps as a starting point, with local builders adding
features/techniques from their own skill set.
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Other excavations show evidence that these buildings were often burnt down, sometimes
repeatedly (thought to be ritualistic) and sequentially rebuilt. It was also found that these
early medieval sites were near or on pre-existing settlements e.g. Bronze Age burial mounds,
perhaps to harness the power of ancient ancestors. A free standing totem-style post near or
adjacent to the hall has also been found, thought to have multiple functions of ritual or
religious significance. The posts were placed topographically in relation to routeways, in the
case of Long Wittenham a 1st/2nd century routeway. The adjacent River Thames would
also have been significant.
Long Wittenham lies between Dorchester-on-Thames and Sutton Courtney, both of which
had high status Anglo-Saxon settlements. The Upper Thames Valley is the region of the
West Saxons and marks a potential frontier. An early trackway was found connecting the
three settlements, and it is likely on a fine day each settlement could be seen from the others.
It can be said that the hall complexes provided a visual symbol of power and authority.
Other sites excavated in Kent at Lyminge, Dover, Eynsford and Canterbury, delineate an
early medieval historical boundary dividing the county, resulting in a dual kingship divided
by the River Medway. This then leads us to consider the organisation of these early
communities, with a stratified social order, laws; social and ecclesiastical, and that Lordship
was exercised.
The 7th century is a distinctive period in the development of early Anglo-Saxon kingship
where local estates developed into royal heartlands and the resulting prominent individuals
emerged with royal significance. The rise of hall house complexes with these new
communities also signalled their decline, as it appears these hall complexes were a limited
phenomenon and were abandoned - as the royal estates diminished monastic settlements
expanded.
Lesley Best from The Sylva Foundation and the Project Manager ended the day with an
outline of the House of Wessex building project. The shadow of the building was found on
an aerial photograph on land gifted to the Sylva Foundation. Inspired by a discussion
between Oxford Archaeologists and members of the Foundation an idea was put forward to
apply for Heritage Lottery Funding to re-erect an Anglo-Saxon Hall house on the site, in
situ. This was accepted and the Foundation was given a year to complete the project. The
project had to satisfy criteria involving local groups, volunteers, and historical groups; it had
to incorporate an historic trail and create a living history project.
Tim Potts of the Carpenters’ Fellowship, designed the building and led the build team.
Luckily all the timber were donated by Blenheim Palace - some 30 tonnes, 81 trees of ash,
oak, silver birch, and sweet chestnut. From these 70 posts and 200 wooden nails were made,
plus 40 hazel hurdles for the roof, and 30 wattle panels for the walls, which were daubed
with 40 tonnes of mixed clay, horse manure, horse hair, straw and water (all pounded by
foot). Four layers of daub were applied in and out, mainly because the layers dried out very
quickly. The master thatcher Alan Jones, used 140 rolls of turf, 5000 spars and 5.5 tonnes
of red standard heritage wheat for the thatched roof. The roof was lined with hazel hurdles,
padded out with the turf and the straw laid on top of this. The timber conversion took 580
labour days, with 40 people per day.
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The house of Wessex nears completion

Hurdle internal roof covering,
overlaid by turf and then straw
thatch
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The house which was finished this year, will be occupied and interpreted by the
Wulfheodenas, an early medieval archaeological heritage and interpretation organisation.
The Wulfheodenas are taking late iron-age burials (which have many artefacts) in this case
from the Prittlewell burial chamber, to realise what a high status ‘mead hall’ living space
might have looked like in the late 6th /early 7th century.
The Saturday study day was followed by an open day on the Long Wittenham site on the
Sunday. The house physically represented all the hard work gone into its creation and
although the roof was not quite finished, the visit gave a visceral conclusion to the
information of the previous day.
https://sylva.org.uk/wessex
https://www.facebook.com/Wulfheodenas

Donna Thynne
photos © Donna Thynne

Forthcoming Events
Oxford Architectural & Historical Society
Oxfordshire Local History Association
See websites (http://www.oahs.org.uk/new_program.php and (http://
www.olha.org.uk/events/talks-and-meetings/) for listings and details of events, and
talks.
OBR Contact details
Membership - Paul Clark (membership@obr.org.uk)
General - David Clark (secretary@obr.org.uk)
Newsletter - Richard Farrant (newsletter@obr.org.uk)
Webmaster - admin@obr.org.uk
Website: www.obr.org.uk
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